
  CHAPTER 29   

        The great square in the centre of Bethany had erupted into life with the 

  coming of the convoy from the south. The gaunt skeletons of burnt trees had 

  put on a new profile, the twisted outlines softened by the luxuriant new growth 

  which had emerged from the deceptive lifelessness. Those who had secured 

  the first and best positions, had set up their stalls, or had laid their produce 

  and wares on the ground. 

        It was not the first time that the community at Pringle's Head had sent 

  out their surplus produce with the objective of trading and the population of 

  Bethany had quickly learned that there were many advantages to be gained 

  from bartering. 

        Peter Kharkov had negotiated the ground rules with Sam Taggert, but 

  it had fallen to Carl Steinbecker to organise the first small party to strike out 

  overland, along the old highway. It had soon become the practice  to meet 

  twice a year, once in Pringle's Head and once in Bethany. 

        In the beginning, on each of the occasions when the expected party 

  from Bethany had arrived, Carl had looked for familiar faces but each time he 

  had been disappointed. He knew that Dar suffered the same disappointment, 

  although   it   was   never   mentioned.   Dar   discouraged   all   references   to   his 

  mother or David Johnstone.

        This time, the meeting place was Bethany and the convoy was by far 

  the biggest that had been sent out from the growing metropolis to the south. It 

  was small wonder that there was a great bustle and coming and going in the 

  normally placid centre of the rebuilt town.



          June Taggert wandered through animated groups and reflected that in 

  a way it was like the markets of the days before the Destruction and yet, it 

  was subtly different. There was still  the element of bargaining but it wasn't 

    accompanied   by   any   raised   or   acrimonious   voices.   There   were   no 

    accusations   of   cheating,   or   shrill   protests   over   quality.   It   was  totally   good 

  natured, with a great deal of laughter and sociability. 

        Each time, there were new faces, it was a larger group and the variety 

  of goods they were trying to trade, was greatly increased. It would mean that 

  they in turn, would need to send a larger group and their goods ought to be of 

  a greater variety. It would be something for Sam and herself to plan during 

  the   long   cool   evenings,   when   the   children   were   sleeping   and   they   had 

  precious hours to themselves. She valued those hours, for Sam was always 

  busy, sometimes too busy for her liking.

        She knew that there were other reasons for the coming of the people 

  from the south. Quite a few of their young people had left them, seeking new 

  horizons in the city. It had troubled her and she had voiced her misgivings to 

  Sam. As usual, he had listened quietly.

        "It's a fair exchange, June - we've gained a few of their people too. 

  What do you expect me to do? Forbid our people to go? Do you imagine that 

  they would listen - or that the Firstling would agree? Perhaps its a healthy 

  thing to happen. The mingling of new blood with ours and ours with theirs 

  must be a good thing, quite apart from bringing the two communities closer 

  together."

          June   smiled   to   herself,   as   usual,   Sam   had   been   right.   She   saw 

  something to one side, that made her eyes widen in interest. This was new - 

  pottery.   These   were   no   small,   utilitarian   cups,   for   there   had   been   crude 

  attempts  to   make  that   kind   of   pottery   from  the   beginning   of  the   Kingdom. 



  These were large jars, larger than anything they had created in Bethany. She 

  had tried to fashion something like it herself but she either lacked the skill, or 

  the clay she was using was unsuitable.  She stood in front of the group of 

  merchants and waited until someone finished their bartering. A bearded man 

  extended a small cup to her.

          "Greetings of Peace - would you like to try our wine?"

        She stared into the unwavering gaze of the young man. The eyes held 

  a  challenge,  as if  she was being  dared  to  venture  into  the  unknown. She 

  looked  beyond  him at a woman sitting  behind the jars, she was nursing  a 

  small baby. There was another small boy at her skirts and there was an older 

  girl   and   an   older   boy   standing   with   the   father.   June   held   his   eyes   and 

  nodded. She took the offered cup and sipped. The wine was slightly acid but 

  the after taste was sweet. She looked again at the woman.

          "You look tired, my dear. It was a long way to come with such a small 

  child."

        "We made the journey in easy stages. It was important for us to come 

  this time."

          "This is the first time you have come to Bethany?"

        "Yes - It takes time to mature the wine so that its suitable to trade - and 

  we came to look for - someone."

          June shrugged.

        "The days when we had a lot of newcomers seems to have passed, we 

  haven't had many of your people coming here since the last trading. Perhaps 

  I can help, my husband is Sam Taggert, I can ask him."

          "Perhaps you can help us - but what do you think of the wine?"

        She turned back to the man.

        "The wine is good - but I'll be honest, I was interested in the jars."



        He laughed.

          "That's punctured my ego! You prefer the container to what it holds, it 

  seems. You always were straight to the point, mother!"

        She stared into his face and tried to take in what was happening. It 

  was a shock and yet it was not. She had always known that one day she 

  would come face to face with Darren. The timing had never been right and 

  she had sacrificed any thought of going south with the convoys to Pringle's 

  Head. It was not that she doubted that Sam would have let her go but she 

  had pledged her future to him and she had the children she had borne him to 

  consider. Now, she was confronted with this bearded man, a stranger who 

  had emerged from the under developed boy she had tried so desperately to 

  keep. 

        She experienced a moment of disorientation, as if the radiant sunshine 

  was   playing   tricks   with   her   vision   and   the   sounds   of   the   market   became 

  remote. The bearded young man gripped her shoulders.

        "Now, don't go fainting on me, Ma!"

        She whispered a reflex response.

          "Don't call me, Ma - you know I don't like it!"

          "Dar!   You   have   about   as   much   finesse   as   a   bull   elephant   on   the 

  rampage! What are you trying to do to her? What a way to announce yourself 

  to someone who hasn't seen you for ten years!"

          Merle took charge and escorted her mother-in-law to the crude chair 

  behind the jars. June protested.

        "No! No! It's all right. Just a shock - "

        "Please sit for a while - I'm Merle - Dar is so self centred, he wouldn't 

  think to introduce me, this is Robert, the oldest, he's eight - and this is Dawn, 

  she's six - and this is Carl, he's three and this is our little one - her name is 



  June and she's six months. Children, this is your - I suppose you'd better call 

  her - Grandma - unless you can think of something better. She's your Dad's 

  mother."

          June   found   herself   the   focus   of   solemn   attention.   The   oldest   boy, 

  Robert, stepped forward and extended his hand in old fashioned courtesy. 

  June took it, incapable of  speech, then it was the girl's turn - Dawn they had 

  called her. The little boy, Carl was less inhibited, he came chattering forward 

  and then stopped, suddenly shy of the strange woman.

        Dar scanned his mother's face and refreshed his memory with every 

  detail.  He  had   tried   to  keep  her  features   in  his   mind  after   they had  been 

  forcibly parted by Martha and the Councilman. As the years had intervened, 

  he had found it harder. Increasingly, he had struggled to retain her image and 

  her personality but the momentous events through which they had lived had 

  blurred the sharp edges. He was surprised to find how much. It was as if June 

  Meredith - Taggert, had become a concept, rather than a real person.

          June pulled herself together and tried to regain the initiative. She had 

  the feeling that this very solid group of people was going to suddenly become 

  intangible,  like  the  phantoms that  had  populated  her dreams. Ghosts  of  a 

  small boy who was now a man and the father of a brood of children. Now, the 

  fantasy was a reality and she had a moment of panic that the reality might 

  evaporate.

        Sam watched the approaching, animated group from the shelter of the 

  verandah   he   had   extended   onto   the   front   of   their   house.   The   verandah 

  served as a gathering place for the town council, which had grown from the 

  ruling hierarchy of the old Town Gang. How distant those days now seemed, 

  things   had   settled   down   into   the   even   pulse   of  the   Kingdom,  with   little   to 

  disturb the idyllic conditions. The coming of the convoys from the south and 



  the preparation of those that Bethany sent out, were tidal surges of activity on 

  otherwise calm waters. He sensed that the approaching group represented 

  more   than   a   tidal   surge.   June   was   animated,   more   so   than   he   could 

  remember. She had always seemed calm and self assured. This was like an 

  undercurrent   eddying   to   the   surface.   He   stepped   forward   into   the   strong 

  sunlight in welcome them. He knew who they must surely be.

        The   introductions   were   made,   Sam   and   Dar   eyed   each   other   in 

    assessment.   There   was   no   antagonism,  just  a   frank   curiosity,   conclusions 

  were   left   in   abeyance.   June's   children   were  rounded  up   and  presented  to 

  their half-brother and cousins. Daniel was nearly the same age as Dar had 

  been when he had last seen June. It was obvious to Dar that he wasn't Sam's 

  son, unmistakably he had David's looks,  explanations were unnecessary and 

  in   any   case,   were   not   offered.   The   children   were   sent   off   to   amuse 

  themselves   and   the   four   adults   sat   in   the   shade   of   the   verandah   and 

  cautiously   updated   the   family   history.   At   the   end,   there   was   a   moment  of 

  reflective silence, which June broke.

        "It's really amazing how that crazy old man has influenced our lives - 

  and the captain, as well - "

        "The Councilman is dead! He seemed to wither away - Martha is still 

  around but she has nothing to say for herself, these days."

        Sam interjected.

        "That   must   have   caused   a   new   problem.   This   Councilman   dying,   I 

  mean - I didn't think there would be death in the Kingdom. We haven't had a 

  death in the last ten years"

          "Uncle Carl  explained  it. He said: 'The benefits of the Kingdom can 

  only apply to those who accept them, this is laid out clearly in the Book of 

  Isaiah. Man can still sin out of the evil of his own heart - the sinner being a 



  hundred years old shall be accursed, he will not live full years, as will those 

  who accept the full benefits of the Kingdom'."

        "So, Carl is still active - "

        Dar threw back his head and laughed.

        "More active than you might imagine, mother. He fought a magnificent 

  rearguard action but in the end he had to surrender to the determination of a 

  lady   we   brought   with   us   from   the   Gatherers.   Ruth   has   turned   our   staid, 

  ascetic Uncle Carl into a doting husband and the father of two fine sons. We 

  all had to work hard to convince him that he was husband material and make 

  him see the errors of his ways but in the end he capitulated."

          June nodded

          "And they live in the lighthouse where - David and I sheltered - "

        Dar noticed the hesitation.

        "Yes, that's right. About David - I was going to ask how he was - Uncle 

  Carl was particularly interested - Will I get to meet him?"

        Sam's answer was restrained.

          "He's moved out of Bethany. He left some time ago - we're not sure 

  where he's gone. There are quite a number of smaller communities close at 

  hand - he was restless here."

        The subject was changed. 

        "What did you do about the Councilman?"

        "Do?"

        "With his body."

        "We buried it."

        "So, Pringle's Head now has a cemetery - "

        "Yes - Uncle Carl says that it will be needed - The Councilman was the 

  first but he won't be the last."



        It was time for Sam's patrol of the town. June explained.

        "He does that every day - a habit left over from the time before the 

  Kingdom,  but   it   does   give   him  the   chance   to   settle   questions   before   they 

  become problems."

        Dar's gaze was unwavering.

        "Are you happy here, mother?"

          June stared into her son's eyes. How like Bob Meredith's they were. It 

  was like turning back the years to her youth - her foolish youth, when she had 

  been fascinated by a young man of whom her parents did not approve.

        "Yes - Darren, I am happy with Sam and the children. God has been 

  very good to me and given me a good, solid man and a home and a place in 

  His Kingdom. I could ask for nothing more."

        For  the  next  three  days,  the  convoy  from the  south  traded  with  the 

  community  at   Bethany.   The   house   of   Sam  Taggert   was  alive   with   voices. 

  June was very conscious of the fact that her new-found family would soon 

  walk out of her life once more, back down the track that had once been the 

  main road along which Carl Steinbecker and the New Apostolic refugees, had 

  passed. How different things might have been, if she had been allowed to 

  accompany   them   in   their   flight   from   the   approaching   devastation.   Bob 

  Meredith had put a stop to that but now his son was with her - her son, the 

  one she had tried so desperately to keep at her side during the horror of the 

  nuclear attacks. The thought that so soon, she would lose him again, together 

  with her grand children, was unbearable. The feeling gathered like a storm 

  within her. A storm that broke on the night before the departure of the convoy. 

  Sam was awake, he had been waiting, laying in the darkness beside her.

        "I don't want them to go, Sam."

          "They're free agents, June. You can't stop them - "



        "No! But you can - "

        "I can?"

        "A word from you and Darren would stay - "

          "Thanks for the vote of confidence!"

        "I'm serious, Sam. I want them to stay. It's taken me thirteen years to 

  find Darren again. I have grandchildren and I want them with me - "

        "As I said, June. They're free agents. What you want might not be what 

  they want. They haven't given any indication that they want to stay - not one 

  word!"

        "If you ask them - "

        Sam moved restlessly.

          "And what if they say - no?"

        "Why should they?"

          "You're a stubborn woman, June Taggert!"

        "It's you that's being stubborn!"

        "All right! All right! Peace! I'll ask them - "

        "You'd better do it quickly - "

          "What, right now? In the middle of the night?"

        "First thing in the morning - "

        "All  right!  First  thing in the morning!  - Now I know how Samson felt 

  when Delilah kept nagging him!"

        "That reminds me - I have to cut your hair!"

        On the following morning, Sam waited patiently until Dar had finished 

  bathing himself in the shallow rock basin in the garden. It was a by product of 

  the water line Sam had run from the river. Now there was an adequate supply 

  for the whole town and one of the luxuries he had permitted himself, was the 

  pool in the garden. Sam had felt that June deserved it, it had been she who 



  had finally solved the problem of the cartage of water from the distant river. 

  Her experiments with clay moulding had produced some crazy looking cups 

  and   platters   but   the   results   had   given   him  the   idea   of   shaping   and   firing 

  lengths of pipe which had been laid and joined together, along a prepared 

  bed to the river above the waterfall - gravity did the rest.

        Sam stood as Dar emerged from the privacy of his ablutions.

          "Your group is making an early start?"

        Dar nodded warily.

        "We   have   a   set   route   and   the   first   camp   from   here   is   the   longest 

  stage."

          "Your people are satisfied with the trading?"

        Dar nodded again, wondering where this early morning interrogation 

  was leading.

          "We're well satisfied - but you must know that already, Sam - What's 

  on your mind?"

        Sam stirred a pebble with a toe.

          "Your mother would like you to stay with us - "

          "Ah!"

        "Does 'Ah' mean yes or no?"

        "It means 'Ah' - so, she wants us to stay - and what about you, Sam. 

  Do you want us to stay?"

        "Of course - I can always use a good worker. We always need young 

  people with new and bright ideas."

        "So can Pringle's Head - "

        Sam gestured impatiently.

          "Pringle's   Head   has   thousands   of   young   people   -   you   wouldn't   be 

  missed there. I have so many projects I can't even start because I don't have 



  the right men to follow them through. You would be a great asset in Bethany, 

  Dar - you and your family - and you would make your mother very happy."

        Dar laughed.

        "She's been giving you a hard time, Sam!"

        Sam smiled slowly and nodded his head.

          "You might say that - "

        Dar stared  out over  the  town and  the  countryside   beyond.  It  was a 

    prosperous   place,   the   surrounding   fields   lush   and   rich   with   the   ripening 

  harvest. Above the town to one side, was the ridge and the bunker which had 

  housed his mother and David during the time of devastation. He wondered if 

  they had ever been back to what they had shared.

        "It isn't only a decision for me alone - I have to talk things over with 

  Merle."

        Sam nodded.

        "Of course! But you haven't much time to make a decision - "

          "About one hour, I should think - "

          Merle heard him out in silence. It was a silence that persisted after he 

  had stopped explaining the proposition. Dar shifted nervously from one foot 

  to the other and waited.

        "Why do you want to move from Pringle's Head?"

        "It seems a good opportunity - "

        "Just what has Sam offered you? Unless you've missed out something, 

  it sounds like nothing more than being a good general worker."

        "Isn't that what I am?"

        "No! It isn't what you are! You look after a property that was given to 

  you  by someone who obviously cared  a great deal  about you.  You've  just 

  started to get good quality wine instead of vinegar! You've put a lot into the 



  land at Pringle's Head and now you're getting the results. Now, you want to 

  abandon that because of some vague offer. Look, Dar - Sam is a nice man 

  but   Sam   has   only   one   interest   and   everything   will   be   sacrificed   to   that 

  interest. I'm talking about this town - Bethany."

        "I think you're wrong! - "

        "We have a home - we have our circle, our people - Uncle Carl - Ruth. 

  I felt in my heart that we were wrong to make this trip."

          "You didn't say so!"

        "I wanted you to have the chance to find your mother - to see how she 

  was - to get the thought out of your mind that you ought to do something for 

  her. I didn't expect you to throw everything away on a whim!"

        Dar gestured in defeat.

        "All right - I'll say no to Sam, if that's what you want."

        "I think it's best to go back - I'll remind you of something else - It's the 

  Firstling who decides where we should or should not be - not you, not Sam - 

  and not your mother!"

        So it was that Dar Meredith, his wife and children, left the community 

  at Bethany and set out for  their  home at Pringle's  Head. The  parting  was 

  restrained but June was wise enough not to cling to what she could not have. 

        Dar and his descendants farmed the rich lands around the house that 

  Peter Kharkov had given  them, for many generations.  Sometimes, through 

  the early centuries of the Kingdom, when the convoys set out for the purpose 

  of trade with Bethany, Dar would accompany them with a load of fine wines 

  which he would barter. He was always received with warmth and the news he 

  carried about his family was eagerly sought by his mother,  but there it rested, 

  for Sam Taggert never again raised the subject of leaving the community to 

  the south.



          Bethany   prospered   under   the   guidance   of   Sam   Taggert   and   soon 

  became the focal point of a host of satellite communities which rippled out, 

  stretching inland along the river valleys and into the hill country where once a 

  man and a woman had wandered through ashen forests, to find shelter.

          Along the road to the south, the overnight camps of those who started 

  the  trade  links  to  and  from the  southern  city,  became the  nucleus  of new 

  settlements. And man increased and prospered under the benevolence of the 

  Kingdom.

 

 


